
 

{ { {}} { } { }} {{ }} }{{{}} }}}} }}}} }}{{{}}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. {}. }} The end of the world is coming according to the prophecies of many religions, but does this idea actually make sense? From the scriptures to current news stories, there are hundreds of predictions that seem to be constantly occurring at once. However, not all religions are taking heed to these predicaments
and instead choosing to focus on other events for what will happen in the future. This is mainly because most prediction of an apocalypse are based on the actions of man, which is very relative. We do not know if this will happen or not, but based on how many see it as a possibility for the future of humanity, it is very possible that it will happen. One religion that has taken an absolutely opposite
stance to this idea of an end to the world is the Unification Church. The CUT tends to focus on their belief system rather then any other prophecy that may or may not occur throughout the years. The teachings are all focused around one goal, which is ultimately leading humanity towards more peace throughout our society and the world itself. The Unification Church focuses on proclaiming that the
religions and prophecies of an end of the world are wrong. For example, many religions have long kept the idea of Jesus Christ returning back to his followers for them to gather with him prior to judgment day, but this did not happen. The CUT claims that the reason why Jesus Christ did not return is because he did not abandon his followers during this time, so rather than abandoning them it would be
against his teachings. The Church also believes that Jesus will return back to Earth prior to the final judgment day so nobody can get lost about what happens after their death.  

  The Unification Church is also very concerned with the environment of our planet. They believe that in order for humans to raise higher consciousness, we need to have a better recycling system and have less reliance on oil. The Church is very aware of the damage that can be done by human beings, so they focus on trying to fix these problems rather than worrying about the end of the world.
https://www.allaboutreligion.org/unification-church-fatimadepression-religion122734.htm
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